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 HOW CAN FACT ENCOURAGE 
COLLABORATION AND SELF-
CORRECTION?  

   Kurt   VanLehn ,  Hugh   Burkhardt ,  Salman   Cheema , 
 Daniel   Pead ,  Alan   Schoenfeld,  and  Jon   Wetzel   

 This chapter describes some atypical mathematics instruction and our attempts to 
support it with an intelligent tutoring system (ITS). The instruction encourages 
collaboration and a particular type of deep thinking that we call self-correction. 
We fi rst describe the instruction and its success. Then we describe our system and 
how it differs from other ITS. 

  The Classroom Challenges  

 The Classroom Challenges, which were developed by the Mathematics Assess-
ment Project (MAP), are a set of about 100 middle school and high school math 
lessons. Each lesson consists of pdfs for printing student handouts, PowerPoint 
slides, and a pdf teacher’s guide. They can be download for free from the MAP 
website ( http://map.mathshell.org/lessons.php ). Each lesson takes about 90 to 
120 minutes and is often enacted over two days. Lessons do not form a sequence. 
Different teachers pick different lessons to fi t their curriculum. 

 The Classroom Challenges (CCs) have a number of distinctive design features. 
Broadly speaking, they are aligned with the Teaching for Robust Understand-
ing framework ( Schoenfeld, 2014 ,  2017 ) which describes classrooms from which 
students emerge as knowledgeable and resourceful thinkers and problem solv-
ers. The CCs provide signifi cant opportunities for students to practice extended 
mathematical reasoning, problem solving, and modeling. CC students engage in 
collaborative activities that provide opportunities for productive mathematical 
discourse, which in turn provide equitable access to the content and opportuni-
ties to develop increasingly positive mathematical identities. 

 A year-long study involving 17 schools and 2316 students in Kentucky showed 
that the CCs were successful ( Herman et al., 2014 ;  Herman et al., 2015 ). The 
teachers enacted between four and six CCs during the course of the school year. 
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Their students’ scores on the state-wide, standardized math achievement tests 
were reliably higher than a matched control group. The effect size corresponded 
to an extra 4.6 months of schooling. The evaluators concluded (p. 30): “The effect 
is quite dramatic given that a typical teacher spent less than a month of class time 
teaching Challenges.” 

 In order to fi nd out why the CCs were so successful, Inverness Research 
interviewed and surveyed CC teachers and students ( InvernessResearch, 2016 ). 
Although survey results for the students were positive but “not dramatically 
affi rmative,” interviews with the teachers indicated that, “Their experiences were 
overwhelmingly positive.” These interviews make it clear why such a short inter-
vention had such a large impact on standardized math achievement scores: The 
teachers said that the CCs caused them to  modify their teaching of all their other math 
lessons  to make them more like the CCs. 

 The enthusiasm of teachers for the CCs is affi rmed by other evidence. There 
have been over 7 million downloads of CCs as of the end of 2016. Surveys of 
CC teachers were overwhelmingly positive ( Research_for_action, 2015 ). Sev-
eral professional development programs use the CCs as examples of exemplary 
instruction ( MDC, 2016 ). Studies of formative assessment have used the CCs as 
their content ( FaSMEd, 2017 ). 

 Even though the CCs were already quite successful, the Bill and Melinda Gates 
Foundation challenged us to fi nd a way to use ITS technology to improve their 
effectiveness even further. 

  Problem-Solving CCs  

 There are two types of CCs: problem solving and concept development. The 
problem-solving lessons will be described fi rst. 

 A problem-solving CC consists of a main lesson which is preceded by a 
brief pre-assessment and followed by a brief refl ective review. During the pre-
assessment, students work individually on a challenging problem, such as the one 
shown in  Figure 9.1 . The main lesson consists of a sequence of activities, such as: 

   1.  Working in small groups, students fi rst review each other’s solutions from the 
pre-assessment and then formulate a group solution. 

  2.  The whole class reviews and discusses some groups’ solutions. 
  3.  One member from each group visits another group. The visitor and the vis-

ited group discuss differences between their group’s solutions. 
  4.  Working in small groups, students critique solutions from three hypothetical 

students. 
  5.  The whole class reviews and discusses some groups’ critiques.  

         During the refl ective review, students again work individually, typically by 
solving again the same problem and comparing their new solution to their work 
on the pre-assessment. 
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 The problem solving CCs differ from a typical ITS problem-solving lesson in 
several ways. First, students focus on the same problem for almost 2 hours. Second, 
they fi rst work on a problem  alone , then discuss their solutions  in pairs , then as a 
whole class . Third, a student sees many solutions: from other group members, from 
other groups, and from hypothetical students. Fourth, the problems afford many 
solutions. For instance, one solution to the problem of  Figure 9.1  is just to divide 
the costs evenly among the four riders. As students discuss their solutions, this 
one is usually abandoned in favor of those that conform to the ideas expressed in 
the talk bubbles of the problem, not because this solution is  incorrect , but because 
there are other solutions that make more sense given the context of the problem.  

  Concept Development CCs  

 Whereas a problem-solving CC has students solve a single problem many times, 
a concept development CC has students solve many similar problems that all use 

 

Sharing Gasoline Costs

Each day Lara’s mom drives her to school.
On the way, she picks up three of Lara’s friends,
Chan, Jason and Marla.

Each afternoon, she returns by the same route
and drops them off at their homes.

This map is drawn to scale.

It shows where each person lives and the route
taken by Lara’s mom.

At the end of a term, the four students agree to
pay $300 in total towards the cost of the
gasoline.

I think Lara should pay the most as she has had
further to travel.

Yes, I think we should share the cost according to how
far we travel in the car.

The people who are in the car for part of the journey
should share the cost equally for that part.

How much should each person pay?
Try to find the fairest possible method. Show all your work.

School

Marla

Jason

ChanLara

   FIGURE 9.1   A Problem-Solving CC’s Problem  
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the same concepts. Unlike a problem-solving CC, there is only one correct solu-
tion to each concept development CC, although there are often multiple ways of 
arriving at or justifying that one correct solution. 

 Concept development problems are presented on cards. Sometimes students 
express a solution to a problem by placing the problem card on a certain region 
of a poster. For example, one CC gives students cards with an equation in a 
single variable, such as 2(x + 1) = (4 + 4x)/2, and asks them to place the card in 
one of three columns: always true, sometimes true or never true. Other concept 
development CCs have students make clusters comprised of two or three cards. 
For example,  Figure 9.2  shows clusters comprised of a story card and a distance-
time graph card. The story card for “Tom walked up a hill, walked across the fl at 
top, and then slid down the steep side,” is often paired with the graph card in 
the middle of the second row of  Figure 9.2 , which looks like a side view of the 
hill. The correct card for this story is the fi rst one on the second row. Almost all 
the concept development CCs involve arranging cards on posters. This allows 
students to change their minds many times without having to write and erase 
copiously. 

   FIGURE 9.2   Solution to a Concept Development CC  
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118 Kurt VanLehn, et al.

           How Teaching a CC Differs From Ordinary Teaching  

 A typical math lesson starts with the teacher explaining a concept or a problem-
solving method, then having students practice applying the new ideas while the 
teacher circulates, offering feedback. The feedback is corrective. For instance, 
suppose teachers see a student making the mistake just mentioned, of pairing 
a story about Tom traversing a hill with a side view of his route. They would 
start with hints. If the hints fail, they would explain or reteach the relevant ideas. 
They would persist until the mistake is corrected, even if they have to reveal the 
correct card pairing themselves. Human tutors and ITS also give hint sequences 
intended to correct mistakes ( Hume, Michael, Rovick, & Evens, 1996 ;  VanLehn, 
2006 ). When the goal is to get students to apply mathematical ideas correctly, then 
explanations and corrective feedback are a common instructional method. 

 However, the goal of the CCs is to get students to solve problems and clarify 
mathematical ideas  without help from teachers or other experts . Instead of trying to 
comprehend their teachers’ ideas, students need to draw on the ideas of their peers 
and their own embryonic ideas. This is the kind of problem solving and learning 
that they will need to do when they have left schools and teachers behind. 

 It is also the kind of problem solving that students do during a test, where stu-
dents get neither corrective feedback nor explanations. However, unlike a normal 
assessment, which just provides teachers with information they need to make 
decisions, this kind of problem solving is intended to foster learning. Thus, it is 
often called formative assessment or  assessment for learning  ( Black & Wiliam, 1998 ). 

 Although the  instruction  has two standard names, there is no standard name for 
the student  cognition  that it encourages. We will refer to it as “self-correction.” 
This emphasizes that students needs to refl ect on their thinking, explain it to oth-
ers, listen carefully to others and fi nd a correct solution as a group without resort-
ing to any higher authority. Thus, the goal of the CCs is to engage students in 
self-correction. This is a kind of deep learning, which is why this chapter belongs 
in this book. 

 After posing the problem, CC teachers should, ideally, say nothing more as the 
students fi gure out solutions themselves. However, students often do not engage 
spontaneously in self-correction, so teachers need to guide them. Also, students 
can get stuck on a particular way of viewing a problem, so teachers sometimes 
need to help them break their mindsets and look at the problem differently. 

 For example, suppose a teacher visits a group and sees the mistake mentioned 
earlier (involving Tom and a hill). The teacher defi nitely should  not  give a hint 
sequence. Instead, the teacher should ask the group to explain their work. Typi-
cally, the student who created that card pair will respond. The teacher would then 
ask another group member to explain. If the second member can’t explain, then 
the teacher has uncovered a process failure—the group has not been collaborative 
enough—so the teacher might remind them to work together more closely. On 
the other hand, suppose the second member can explain the card pair and further 
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questions indicate widespread acceptance of the view that graphs are pictures of 
Tom’s route seen from the side, from overhead, etc. Now the teacher has uncov-
ered an entrenched mindset. As it turns out, the teachers’ guide for this CC has a 
list of common misconceptions, and this is one of them. For this misconception, 
it suggests several questions to ask the students, such as “What would the graph 
look like if Tom walked in a circle around his house?” The questions are intended 
to challenge the students’ mindset. 

 In the previous illustration, both teacher-student interactions were feedback, 
but they were defi nitely not standard, corrective feedback. This kind of feedback 
is probably part of the strong appeal of the CCs. Teachers discover that they can 
indeed help students without undermining self-correction.   

  How Can the Classroom Challenges Be Improved?  

 One well-accepted theory of the relationship between instruction and learning 
gains is Michelene Chi’s ICAP framework ( Chi & Wylie, 2014 ). The acronym 
stands for Interactive, Constructive, Active, and Passive. These are major observ-
able categories of student performance, ordered from most effective to least effec-
tive. The CCs encourage Constructive and especially Interactive performance. 

 However, our analysis of the videos of small groups during the CCs indicates 
that less than 5% of the group’s time is spent on Interactive performance. Students 
often move the cards or write without any discussion at all; or their discussion 
is too shallow; or one student does all the substantive talking. So, one way to 
improve the CCs would be to increase the amount of Interactive performance. 

 Although the CCs are designed so that students can fi nd the mathematically 
correct solutions by themselves, many students fail to do so. After fi nding an 
incorrect solution, they often stop, convinced that they are done. When groups 
examine each other’s solutions, they often do not examine the differences criti-
cally; instead, they assume that both solutions are fi ne. Students can get stuck on 
an entrenched mindset. Thus, a second way to improve the CCs is to encourage 
self-correction by encouraging students to re-examine their solutions from dif-
ferent perspectives. 

 It is diffi cult for teachers to encourage Interaction and self-correction because 
determining when these key processes should occur and whether they did occur 
requires that teachers observe students over a longer period of time than they 
typically can afford. In particular, when the teacher walks up to a group and views 
their poster, the teacher cannot see whether the students created it collaboratively 
or not. The teacher might see some fl aws in the solution, but the teacher doesn’t 
know whether the students were engaged in self-correction or not. Thus, teachers 
cannot tell which students need which kind of guidance. 

 This suggests a role for technology. It can help teachers by monitoring the 
students’ collaboration and self-correction. It can suggest which students to visit 
and what to say to them. It is often said that good teachers have eyes in the backs 
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of their heads. Perhaps technology could give them a pair of eyes for each student 
group.  

  The FACT System  

 As  Cuban (1993 ) pointed out, the only widely used technology in classrooms 
is the projector (transparency projectors in 1993; digital projectors nowadays). 
Technology that attempts to guide teachers’ instruction is often abandoned as 
soon as it gets in the teachers’ way. Projectors stay in the classroom because they 
don’t constrain the teachers’ teaching. 

 We divided the FACT system into two parts. The FACT Media System is 
intended to be like a projector in that it allows teachers to teach anything. The 
FACT Analysis System is a regulatory loop ( Soller, Martinez, Jermann, & Mue-
hlenbrock, 2005 ;  VanLehn, 2016 ) for the CCs. It has expectations about how 
students should perform, detectors for sensing the actual performances, and mes-
sages that it can send to teachers and students. This cybernetic loop is intended to 
improve enactment of the CCs. The FACT Media System will be described fi rst. 

  The FACT Media System  

 By defi nition, a system that helps teachers with all phases of their job in the 
classroom is called an  orchestration system  ( Dillenbourg, 2013 , pg. 485). Although 
Dillenbourg’s group and others have developed novel and interesting orchestra-
tion systems for special activities, perhaps the most well-developed  general-purpose
orchestration system to date is Group Scribbles ( Lin, Chen, Yang, Xiet, & Lin, 
2014  ;  Looi, Lin, & Liu, 2008 ;  Prieto, Dlab, Abdulwahed, & Balid, 2011 ). The 
FACT Media System was inspired by Group Scribbles. 

 For the students, FACT looks and acts like a piece of paper. Although it can 
be blank, it is usually a worksheet or poster. The images can be scans of existing 
material, which will eventually make it simple for teachers to incorporate existing 
instruction or modify it. Students can write on the virtual paper with a stylus or 
a fi nger, and they can type. Although the virtual papers can be any size, we’ll use 
“poster” for them all. 

 Following the successful design of Group Scribbles, students can also add cards 
to their paper. They can move, resize, delete, copy, paste, and write on the cards. 
Posters often include some cards bearing images or text. For example, FACT has 
a poster bearing the cards shown in  Figure 9.2 . 

 FACT supports three types of classroom activities: small group, individual, 
and whole class. When students work in a small group, the group has one poster 
which can be viewed and edited by every group member simultaneously on 
their own device. When students work individually, they have a poster of their 
own. They can copy work among their individual posters and their group’s 
posters. 
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         FACT provides a dashboard for teachers to carry as they circulate (see  Fig-
ure 9.3 ). When teachers want the attention of the whole class, they can tap the 
Pause button on the dashboard. This causes FACT to freeze the student devices 
and display “Eyes on teacher.” The dashboard has a tile for every student. The tile 
displays the students’ name, the number of the group that the student is in, and 
a progress bar indicating how much work the student has done on the current 
poster. 

 Tapping on a tile allows the teacher to see the student’s poster. This capability, 
called “peeking,” helps the teacher decide whether to visit the student or the stu-
dent’s group. When teachers visit students, they often peek at the students’ poster 
as they talk with the students. This allows them to zoom and scroll so that they 
can see critical parts of the poster without bending over. 

 For FACT, a lesson plan is simply a list of activities. An activity consists of a 
poster for the students to edit either as a group or individually, and some posters 
for the teacher to display, e.g., for introducing the activity. Teachers move the 
class along to another activity by tapping on a Next button or selecting from the 
activity menu. 

 The Project button allows the teacher to show their screen or any student’s 
poster to the whole class via the classroom digital projector. The “send to all” 
button allows the teacher to send a message to the whole class such as “5 minutes 
remaining.” 

 When class is over, the teacher can log into FACT from their offi ce or home 
and review all the posters. They can write on them or paste cards on them. 

   FIGURE 9.3   Teacher’s Dashboard  
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Teachers can type onto a blank card or select a card from a menu of suggestions 
from the teacher’s guide. 

 FACT tries to keep the usual overhead of computer usage as low as possible. 
Posters persist on the FACT server without students needing to remember to 
save them or name them. If a student’s device crashes or the internet goes down, 
the students lose at most a few seconds work. Logging in and managing group 
membership is simple. FACT does not need to be installed or maintained because 
it runs inside a browser. FACT is designed to run on low-cost devices, such 
Chromebooks and tablets. Although FACT runs on smartphones, it is too dif-
fi cult to use on such small screens. 

 FACT was developed over a four-year period with approximately 10 class-
room trials per year. The initial designs were too elaborate and hard to use. Our 
trials taught us to simplify, simplify, and then simplify. For example, we initially 
let students select a group of cards then move or delete the whole group; stu-
dents rarely discovered this feature and seldom used it. All features that remain 
are easily discovered and routinely used. Students need no user interface train-
ing, and teachers get by with just a few minutes of training. Teachers praise the 
Pause button and the ability to instantly display a student’s poster to the whole 
class. These save considerable time compared to gaining the class’s attention, 
calling on a student, having them walk their poster up to the document camera, 
and then continually reposition the poster to show various parts of it to the class. 
Both teachers and students are delighted not to have to cut out cards nor use 
tape, glue, or post-its. Teachers also like being able to switch activities instantly, 
which saves considerable time over collecting one worksheet and handing out 
another. 

  Cuban (1993 ) argued that projectors became ubiquitous because they allowed 
teachers to prepare transparencies or slides in advance and to write legibly while 
facing the class. Those were tiny advantages, but overhead projectors did not 
constrain the instructors, so they became ubiquitous. We believe that general-
purpose orchestration systems will become as ubiquitous as the overhead projec-
tors, because they have exactly the same design goals: to make the teachers’ job a 
tiny bit easier.  

  The FACT Analysis System  

 The other half of FACT is called the FACT Analysis System. It has two kinds of 
alerts:  process  alerts and  product  alerts. Process alerts, which are only available for 
group activities, analyze the temporal pattern of students’ edits and report poor 
processes such as: 

   •  Edits are made so quickly that thorough discussion of the edits is unlikely. 
  •  Two people are working simultaneously on different parts of the poster, so 

they are probably not discussing their work with each other. 
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  •  One person is doing all the editing. 
  •  Some members of the group are doodling, maliciously erasing other’s work, 

or engaging in other apparently off-task edits.  

 On the other hand,  product  alerts spot and report features in the students’ solu-
tions that represent possible misconceptions. For instance, there is a product alert 
for the misconception mentioned earlier, and it would be triggered when Tom’s 
journey is paired with a side view of the hill. Different posters have different 
product alerts, whereas the process alerts are more general and apply to any poster 
edited by groups. 

 The alerts are part of a regulative loop ( Soller et al., 2005 ;  VanLehn, 2016 ). 
That is, FACT analyzes the students’ work in real time, detects when there is an 
opportunity for improvement and alerts either the teacher or the students. Its 
goals are to encourage collaboration and to encourage self-correction. Let us fi rst 
describe how it interacts directly with students, without involving the teacher. 

 In order to encourage collaboration, FACT uses its process alerts. Process alerts 
send messages directly to students without asking the teacher fi rst. FACT’s mes-
sages are brief and use the same wording as the posters used to launch the activity. 
For instance, if the poster says, “Take turns. Discuss each card placement when you 
make it,” then one message might be “Are you taking turns?” and another message 
might be, “Are you discussing each card placement when you make it?” To avoid 
irritating students when they are just getting into an activity, process messages start 
appearing only after the students have completed 25% of the current activity. To 
avoid nagging, FACT will not give more than one process message per minute. 

 In order to encourage self-correction, FACT uses its product alerts. Although a 
standard ITS would use product alerts to point out student errors immediately and 
start down a hint sequence, such direct assistance thwarts self-correction. Thus, 
as long as students are still working on the current activity, they get no product 
alerts. However, when they press the Done button, FACT analyzes their poster 
and determines if it has any issues that provide opportunities for self- correction. 
If there are none, then it suggests an enrichment activity, such as writing brief 
justifi cations for each of the card placements. If there are issues, then it picks the 
highest priority one, draws a box around the part of the poster that raised the 
issue, and sends a message that is intended to break the students’ mindset and push 
their thinking a little further.  Figure 9.4  provides an example. 

 So far, we have described only how the FACT Analysis System interacts 
directly with students. However, it also interacts with teachers. Whenever the 
teacher peeks at a poster by tapping its tile on the dashboard, if there are alerts 
pending for that poster, the highest priority alert appears as a red box, a sidebar 
that explains the alert and a message with some questions for the students (see 
  Figure 9.4 ). If the teacher agrees with FACT’s analysis and decides to act on it, the 
teacher can walk over to that student or group armed with good initial questions 
for them. That is, FACT analyzes the students’ performance and suggests an initial 
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message to the students; the teacher then takes it from there, working with the 
students to encourage deeper thinking. 

 On the other hand, if the teacher thinks that this group is predisposed to take 
the questions seriously and that an actual visit isn’t necessary, then the teacher 
can tap “Send.” This causes the message and its red box to appear on the students’ 
screens. Even if the teacher chooses to send the message to the students instead 
of visiting the students, the teacher still  owns  the message. We often see teachers 
call across the room, “Did you get my message?” Thus, even messages sent by the 
teacher count in the students’ mind as coming from the teacher. 

 When looking at an alert, if the teacher disagrees with it, they can tap Delete. If 
the teacher agrees with the alert, but doesn’t want to deal with it now, they teacher 
can tap Close. If the students fi x the problem themselves, the alert disappears. 

 When teachers are supervising individual or small group work, they may 
appreciate advice on which individual or group to visit next. Since there are usu-
ally many alerts pending, FACT selects the N highest priority alerts and colors 
tiles on the teacher’s dashboard red. The teacher can set N; its default is N = 1. 
For example, in  Figure 9.4 , group 1 has an alert. 

         At the bottom of the dashboard, FACT displays the most common current 
alerts along with the proportion of the posters in the class to which the alert 
applies. When most of the class is stuck on the same point, then the teacher may 
want to Pause the class and talk about that issue. 

 FACT’s analysis system was fi eld tested for the fi rst time in early 2016. 
Although it interacts with teachers as described previously, it does not currently 
interact directly with students. Instead, all messages are sent by the teacher. The 
policies described earlier may change as fi eld testing continues.   

   FIGURE 9.4   The Teacher Is Peeking at a Student Poster and FACT Is Showing a 
Product Alert  
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  Technology  

 Although the FACT system grew out of tutoring system technology, it differs 
from most tutoring systems in several ways. Most notably, it is an orchestration 
system rather than a system that interacts with a student solving a problem 
individually. However, the really important difference is that FACT does not 
give corrective feedback. Its messages are intended to deepen students’ rea-
soning by encouraging a  process —collaborative, self-correction—rather than 
a mathematically correct  solution . This has shaped the design of the whole 
Analysis system. 

 Whereas a typical tutoring system can generate or recognize all the correct 
solutions to a problem, the Analysis system is only concerned about raising alerts. 
Although process alerts use a temporal pattern matching approach that applies to 
all posters, different product alerts must be defi ned for different posters. A product 
alert has a detector, a description of the issue for the teacher to read, and several 
messages to send to students (see  Figure 9.4 ). FACT lets developers replay a stu-
dent’s log fi le and mark episodes where an alert fi red inappropriately or a new 
alert needs to fi re. This facilitates creating and adjusting product detectors. 

 While it is simple to detect misplaced cards, more complex detectors are 
required for activities that involve sketching, handwriting, and typing in uncon-
strained natural language. Although we have not yet implemented sketch rec-
ognition, we use a commercial handwriting recognition system and our own 
segmentation algorithms to convert digital ink to text. We then use a combi-
nation of keyword spotting and deep learning for the natural language under-
standing. When a detector expects a mathematical expression, we use the Sympy 
library to recognize all mathematically equivalent expressions.  

  Evaluations  

 Our evaluations are based on classroom videos recorded from several cameras. 
One camera follows the teacher while a lapel radio microphone records the 
teachers’ voice on the camera’s soundtrack. For recording a pair of students, we 
use a camera mounted on a tall tripod looking down on the tablets of a pair of 
students and recording the pair’s voices with a boundary microphone placed on 
their table. This design does a reasonable job of rejecting classroom noise. We 
typically record two pairs per class. 

 The videos are analyzed by human coders using Chi’s code-and-count meth-
ods ( Chi, 1997 ). Our summative evaluation, which has not yet taken place, will 
use two main dependent measures. One coding is based on Chi’s ICAP codes 
( Chi & Wylie, 2014 ), extended to include off-task behavior. The other coding 
involves counting episodes of self-corrections, in which students edit their poster 
to remove an incorrect piece of work and replace it with a correct one. We 
will separately count spontaneous self-corrections and prompted self-corrections, 
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where the latter occur shortly after the teacher or FACT have asked questions 
such as the ones shown in  Figure 9.4 . 

 Our evaluations so far have been formative and critically important for improv-
ing FACT. For example, we found that students would try to move a card while 
another group member was writing on it, so we added card locking to prevent 
this. This mystifi ed students: why would cards sometimes move and sometimes 
refuse to move? We fi xed this by adding a translucent padlock image atop cards 
that were locked. Teachers wanted to tell which students made which inscrip-
tions, so we now assign each student in a group a different color ink. Messages 
to students from product alerts were originally displayed as cards placed next to 
the region of the poster that they referenced. However, if none of the students 
were looking at that part of the poster, they would not notice that a message had 
arrived. We added features that allow teachers to deal with students who arrive 
late or were absent during the fi rst day of a lesson. It took roughly 40 classroom 
trials to converge on a robust, simple set of features. 

 Since then, we have been measuring collaboration and self-correction via 
the video analyses described earlier. We found that teachers simply could not 
visit students quickly enough to remedy all their process and product issues. This 
motivated our recent decision to have FACT start sending messages directly to 
students. 

 Although the results of the summative evaluation are forthcoming, we have 
already experienced some of the benefi ts of the FACT project. The development 
of the FACT Analysis System is forcing us to explicate what we expect of the stu-
dents and the teachers. This is a necessary component of the development of any 
regulative loop system. As many ITS developers have noted, sometime making 
tacit pedagogical knowledge explicit is the biggest benefi t of all. This chapter is 
our fi rst attempt to express that formerly tacit knowledge.  
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